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A Year for the Books
As we look toward 2019 and reflect on this past year, we are
nothing more than thankful. We served hundreds of adults with
developmental disabilities through our 56th summer of Shepherds 
Camp. We welcomed a new program manager and year-round head 
nurse. We began The Launch Initiative, a gap year program for 
graduated high school students, fusing our unique ministry with 
their personalized trajectories. And, we announced the expansion 
of Shepherds Camp through our new Fall, Winter, and Spring sessions.
 

Because You Gave...
Just taking a quick look around camp, you will see all the new enhancements that have taken place. Construction was 
completed on the Lakeside Patio, providing accessibility to our waterfront. The entire lakefront area was regraded, 
increasing the ease at which campers enter the water. 

All across camp, the biggest enhancements this year have been made by YOU, our Friends and Fanatics. Because you 
gave, we have given more scholarships to Shepherds Campers than ever before. Because you gave, we have purchased 
two fiberglass extention ladders, improving the safety of our maintenance staff and volunteers. Because you gave, our 
kitchen’s “beyond retirement age” refrigerator has been replaced with a new two-door glass front commercial refrig-
erator. Because you gave, we have purchased a new aluminum break, whose impact will be seen on every roofing, 
siding, window, and gutter project in our future. Because you gave, our accessible Lakeside Patio has durable, heavy 
duty, comfortable furniture. Because you gave, campers in wheelchairs have enhanced mobility on the new 
custom-built dual-wheelchair golf cart. Because you gave, we were able to purchase emergency oxygen equipment for 
our nurses’ station, increasing our high quality of medical care.
 

What’s the Goal?
We began our Friends & Fanatics push at the end of 2017, and as we close in on one year, we are getting closer to our 
goal: 1,000 friends. From the beginning, we have asked “FRIENDS” of Arrowhead and Shepherds Camp to invest $100+ 
and “FANATICS” of Arrowhead and Shepherds Camp to invest $1,000+ toward the furthering of this ministry.
 

Want to be our Friend (Again)?   
We need your help to reach our goal of 1,000 friends. Your “friendship” of $100+ or “fanatic-ship” of $1,000+ brings us 

closer, step-by-step. Your investment will have a great impact on everyone at Arrowhead 
and Shepherds Camp this year and many years beyond, as you have 

just read a small part of the impact already made. Please send your 
tax-deductible investment to camp with “friends and fanatics” in

the memo, or, invest online at www.arrowheadbiblecamp.org/invest. 
Thank you for your generous support. 
We are grateful to partner with you.

From Camp,

Ben Myers
Camp Director
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